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On this lovely Black Friday…

I wanted to breakdown a quick, profitable mindset shift for any and all trying to

make money online.

What’s that?

→ How to turn your problems/hardships into cold, hard cash

¡Vámonos!

Here’s the mindset:

→ Every problem you have in life can be converted into cold hard cash on the Internet

Because you are NOT unique.

If you have a problem, there’s thousands of others out there who are having similar issues.

Solve your problem.

Solve their problem.

Make cash.

That’s the equation.

But enough of the got damn fluff, let’s take a look at specific examples:
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#1.

I wanted to learn how to speak better Spanish.

I’d been traveling for years, but never took the time to study.

So I did some research and came across a service that offered unlimited private online Spanish lessons on Skype.

The service was called @baselang

The classes and curriculum took my Spanish from non-existent to conversational in a few months.

It completely solved my problem of being unable to communicate in Latin America.

So…

I got in touch with the company and became an affiliate.

Now, I make money every single month from their product.

A product that works.

A product that solves a problem for people.

For me.

Learn more here:

https://t.co/iwlLR2cRMz

#2.

I have a buddy who has an obscure medical condition.

I’m talking 1/200,000 people have this condition.

It’s rare.

Plus, the common medical advice for his condition is horrible.

Most doctors know nothing about the condition - which isn’t life threatening.

After years of trying to manage his condition properly, he finally stumbled across a full-proof plan to keep his symptoms at

bay.
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If he follows his protocols, he can live however he pleases.

Aka frolicking around the world downing copious amounts of vodka with attractive women.

So…

He took the protocol he created for this obscure condition and put it in a course.

The only course on the market for his condition.

The only reliable source of symptom management for people suffering like he was.

He solved his own problem.

In doing so, he solved hundreds of other people’s problems.

He took away their pain by creating a course.

He hasn’t worked a day in three years and makes $3-5K USD profits on autopilot every month.

#3.

One problem many people have?

Not enough money in the got damn bank.

Why some prefer to bitch about a "scam" here...

This is exactly why make money online courses sell like hotcakes.

Money is a problem for many.

If you solve the money issue for yourself, you’ll find many people willing to pay for your advice.

Thus, if you learn how to make cash online, making a course about how you did it is common sense.

Which is exactly what my buddy @StartSellingSSS did.

He learned how to reliably setup dropshipping stores that make $3K+ a month in profits.

Then he taught others how to do the same.

He solved his problem and then taught others how to do that same… 

 

Make money online…

https://twitter.com/StartSellingSSS


 

On autopilot.

P.S: That dropshipping course that has helped 100s of people make money online:

It’s on sale today.

$200 off!

Not only is it on sale, the course comes w/

→ Unreleased podcast episode w/ @SCHM7DT on mindset required to succeed w/ online business.

→ Unlimited email coaching

And in my honest opinion...

Having email access to the mind of James Holt is more than worth the price of admission!

Learn more here:

https://t.co/VnNCs4yvXA
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